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Climate change, as one of the biggest challenges facing humanity, 
requires us all to develop different ways of thinking and doing. As an 
organisation that values sustainable thinking, this travel plan is part of 
the solution and how Unitec can:

ENCOURAGING SUSTAINABLE LIFESTYLES  

Did you know that Aucklanders spend 20 working days a year stuck in traffic?

• Reduce its own ecological footprint and encourage our people to do 
the same.

• Contribute to our people leading happier, healthier lives.
• Do the best with the resources we have.

• To maintain the average NZ lifestyle, we would need 5.6 planets. 
• On an individual level, our food and travel choices consume most environmental resources. 

• In addition to physical benefits of moving more, leaving our car at home can improve mental health 
as we stress less and get to socialise more. 

• Over the next few years, as campus retracts back to the core, we will have less space for parking. 
This is our opportunity to develop a campus that supports healthy, sustainable travel choices. 

ECONOMY

SOCIETY

ENVIRONMENT



Auckland is one of those cities designed for cars, so it comes as no surprise that most of us drive to

Unitec alone. For some of us this is by choice, (or lack there of), but the majority is willing to explore

other options and is actively looking for opportunities to do so.

Staff survey conducted by Sustainability unit, July 2020, 491 responses. Student survey conducted by AT in May 2018, 231 responses.

* AT’s Biannual student survey postponed until 2021 due to COVID disruption. Only 2018 stats are currently available 

TRAVEL SURVEY RESULTS & INSIGHTS 

74%

44%*
STAFF

STUDENTS

For both students and staff, lack of private showers, changing rooms, easily accessible lockers and bike
storage seems to be quite an issue when choosing to either walk or cycle.
Students drive because they don’t find public transport cheaper.*
Staff are as open to carpooling as they are to public transport IF they get help finding a match.
For those interested in public transport, lack of convenience and/or increased travel times could be offset
by flexible work hours. For the full breakdown of the 2020 staff travel survey results, check out this report

• 26% of our staff don’t see themselves driving alone in the

future. There is also at least a three fold gap between

those that currently cycle/walk and want to do so in the

future.

• Out of the staff that currently drive, 31% live less than 1

hour away on public transport from campus. Similarly for

our students, 31% that currently drive say they live close

enough and could either walk or cycle to Uni.*

• There is plenty of potential for increasing awareness of

Unitec travel options – on average one-third of staff are

unaware of the initiatives, with a further quarter not being

sure of how to access them.
POTENTIAL TO REDUCE BY ONE THIRD

https://thenest.unitec.ac.nz/TheNestWP/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Final-Sustainable-travel-section-05082020.pdf


CURRENTLY RELEVANT STRATEGIES FOR UNITEC

Disincentivise single car use  

• Land use and transport planning

• Flexible work arrangements

• Manage parking demand

Incentivise use of sustainable travel modes 

• Affordable, widely spread, frequent, and reliable public 

transport

• Popularise use of ‘little’ vehicles (bikes, e-bikes, scooters)

• Carpooling schemes 

• Accessible end of trip facilities

Bridge the transition

• Extended and flexible hours of operation

• Subsidised cost of alternatives

• Shared vehicle fleets (cars, bikes, scooters etc.)

• Shuttle service

Unitec

Travel 

Plan

Travel management is as much about when and
how often we travel, as it is about how we get
around. Traveling alone by car is still an option,
but it is time to even out the playing field and
make it easier for more of us to more often
make better travel choices that help improve
our own and environmental health.

Mode

Frequency

Time

Can I travel less per week and 

get more done in one journey?

Instead of driving alone all the time, 

how about trying more sustainable 

modes of travel? 

How to reduce travel? 

Can I avoid peak hour 

traffic?

Shifting behaviour

The travel plan is about supporting those
that are able and willing to leave their car
at home and give more sustainable travel a
go. While there are many ways to do this, we
will start by focusing on actions within
Unitec’s direct control and influence.
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‘UNITEC ON THE MOVE’ ACTION PLAN

Develop carpooling system 

• Prototype UniWaka app
• Speed dating events
• Free parking at the core 

Incentivise people to ‘give it a go’: 

• Improve end of trip facilities
• Provide e-bikes/e-scooters purchasing scheme 
• Consistently offer Auckland Transport’s 2 week trial 
• Connect with what others are doing (i.e. Onzo, Lime etc) 
• Provide personalised journey plans 
• Reward the champions
• Improve access to our fleet of bikes and cars
• Optimise the shuttle service 
• Institutionalise flexible work arrangements and adapt more 

flexible finish and start times where practicable  

Encourage active commute as part of wellness 

• Walking groups 
• Social bike ride events 
• Active commute campaign: ‘Making the time’

Manage parking differently

• Relocate paid parking to 
the core (free outside)

• First come, first served 
• Charges fund Sustainable 

Travel initiatives
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TOP THREE STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS 2020  


